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1 Introduction
In the last years there was a lot of progress in understanding the structure of S-matrix
(amplitudes) of four dimensional gauge theories. This was made mostly due to the devel-
opment of new computational tools such as dierent sets of on shell recursion relations for
tree level amplitudes and dierent unitarity based methods for loop amplitudes [1{5]. The

















expected that full S-matrix of N = 4 super Yang-Mills (SYM) will be computed eventually
in some form.
Using physical intuition and these new computational tools it became possible to nd
new structures even in such, seemingly well understood, areas as soft behavior of scattering
amplitudes in four dimensional gauge theories and gravity. This way a new set of soft the-
orems was discovered. Soft theorems are in general a group of statements about universal
factorization behavior of scattering amplitudes in gauge theories or gravity in the limit,
when one of the particle's momenta goes to zero.
Recent progress in the study of soft behavior of scattering amplitudes was made within
the context of BMS [6, 7] and extended BMS [8{11] asymptotic symmetries for asymptot-
ically Minkowskian spacetimes. BMS and extended BMS transformations are innitesimal
dieomorphisms, which preserve a prescribed structure of spacetime at future or past null
innities I, but act nontrivially on the physical data residing there. I are given by
the product of a conformal two-sphere (directions of outgoing or incoming null rays) with
a null line (retarded times). The extended BMS algebra is the semi-direct sum of the
innite-dimensional Lie algebra of innitesimal super-translations along null generators of
I+ together with two copies of local Virasoro algebras given by conformal Killing vectors
of the two-sphere, so called innitesimal super-rotations. It turns out, that Weinberg's soft
graviton theorem [12] is actually equivalent to the Ward identity of BMS invariance (in-
variance under `diagonal' subgroup of the product group of BMS super-translations acting
on past and future null innities) of the quantum gravity S-matrix [13, 14]. Moreover, the
invariance of quantum gravity S-matrix under `diagonal' subgroup of the past and future
Virasoro symmetries, i.e. super-rotations, leads to another Ward identity connected with
subleading soft behavior of gravitational scattering amplitudes [15, 16]. Further study in
this direction claried the connection between soft behavior of gravitational scattering am-
plitudes and gravitational memory eects, such as displacement memory and spin memory
eects [17, 18].
An analysis of asymptotic symmetries at future (past) null innities I of Minkowski
spacetime for Yang-Mills theories with gauge group G resulted in the discovery of a innite-
dimensional Kac-Moody G symmetry of gauge theory S-matrix [19]. The corresponding
Ward identities are equivalent to gauge theory soft theorems [19, 20]. Moreover, it was
shown, that scattering amplitudes of any four-dimensional theory with nonabelian gauge
group G may be recast as two-dimensional correlation functions on the asymptotic two-
sphere at null innity [20].
The soft theorem for the tree level color ordered amplitudes of D = 4 YM theory can
be written similar to the gravity case [15, 16] as [21{23]:






Ah1;:::;hnn (p1; : : : ; pn) +O(); ! 0; (1.1)
Here, pi - is the momentum of i'th particle (gluon in this case), hi - is its helicity and






































where hii; is the polarization vector of i'th particle and J

i is the angular momentum
generator acting on i'th particle. Within the spinor helicity formalism S^1 and S^2 operators
can be compactly rewritten as
S^1 =
h1ni











As we already mentioned above, the form of S^1 operator was known for quite a long
time [12], while subleading universal behavior controlled by S^2 operator was discovered
only recently. At loop level soft theorems for amplitudes may, in general, receive radiative
corrections [24] depending on the order of limits (loop regularization parameter "! 0 and
then ps ! 0 or vice versa) [25].
There is another class of objects within gauge theory, which are very similar to the
amplitudes | the form factors. It is known (at least in gauge theories with maximal super-
symmetry), that form factors have properties which are very similar to those of amplitudes
and could be computed with the use of similar methods as in the case of amplitudes. So, it
is natural to expect that soft theorems will be valid in some form for the form factors as well.
The purpose of this paper is to derive soft theorems for the form factors of dierent sets
of operators in N = 4 SYM at tree level and to study the structure of radiative corrections
to the above tree-level soft theorems on some particular examples at one loop level. We
will also discuss the possible Grassmannian integral representation of form factors based
on some insights from soft limit. It will be shown that in the limit q2 ! 0 (q is the form
factor momentum) there is some evidence in favor of Yangian invariance of tree-level form
factors of single trace operators studied previously in the context of PSU(2; 2j4) N = 4
SYM spin chain. Next we will consider how the inverse soft limit (ISL) iterative procedure
works in the case of form factors and how integrability and quantum inverse scattering
method (QISM) could be used to construct Yangian invariants relevant for form factors in
the limit q2 ! 0.
The structure of this paper is the following. In section 2 we briey discuss the general
structure of the form factors of operators from the 1/2-BPS and Konishi N = 4 SYM
supermultiplets within on-shell harmonic and ordinary superspaces. In section 3 we derive
soft theorems for general form factors of p = 2; 3 1/2-BPS operator supermultiplets at tree
level. We also verify that soft theorems will likely hold for the form factors of general p
1/2-BPS and Konishi operator supermultiplets on the known up to the moment particular
examples. Next we compute loop corrections to the soft theorems in the case of MHV
form factors of p = 2 1/2-BPS and Konishi operator supermultiplets at one loop level.
In section 4 we discuss possible generalization of Grassmannian integral representation
based on the on-shell diagrams for the case of form factors and present evidence in favor
of Yangian invariance of tree-level form factors in the limit q2 ! 0. Section 5 contains the
discussion of inverse soft limit iterative procedure both in the case of amplitudes and form

















2 Form factors in N = 4 SYM
In general, a study of form factors in N = 4 SYM goes with a consideration of form factors
of operators from 1/2-BPS and Konishi supermultiplets. In this chapter we are going to
introduce essential ideas and notation regarding these operator supermultiplets formulated
in dierent superspaces.
2.1 Form factors of 1/2-BPS operator supermultiplets
To describe operators from 1/2-BPS supermultiplets in a manifestly supersymmetric and
SU(4)R covariant way it is useful to consider the harmonic superspace parameterized by
the set of coordinates [26, 27]:
N = 4 harmonic superspace = fx _; +a ;  a
0
 ;
+a _;  a0 _; ug: (2.1)
Here u stands for a set of harmonic variables, parameterizing coset
SU(4)
SU(2) SU(2)0 U(1)
and a and a0 are the SU(2) indices,  corresponds to U(1) charge; 's are Grassmann
coordinates,  and _ are the SL(2;C) indices. More details on harmonic superspace and
conventions used in this paper can be found in appendix A. We will also not write part
of the indices explicitly in some expressions below, when it does not lead to confusion.
On this superspace we can dene supereld W++(x; +;  ; u) which contains all elds of
N = 4 SYM lagrangian, namely 6 AB scalars (anti-symmetric in the SU(4)R indices AB),
fermionic elds  A ;
 A_ and the gauge eld strength tensor F
 , all transforming in the
adjoint representation of the SU(Nc) gauge group. W
++ is a constrained supereld in a
sense, that its algebra of supersymmetry transformations for component elds is closed
only on their equations of motion. It is possible to consider so called chiral truncation of
W++ by putting   = 0 by hand: W++(x; +; 0; u). In this case, all component elds in
W++(x; +; 0; u) belong to self dual sector of the theory and their supersymmetry transfor-
mation could be closed o shell. In terms of component elds W++(x; +; 0; u) is written as:










 + : : : ; (2.2)
where ++(x; u) = 1=2u+aA abu+bB AB,  +a (x; u) =u+aA  A and F(x) = 12F() .
As usual, all components of W++ supereld could be obtained from the lowest one (++)
by the action of corresponding supercharges Q+a .
The 1/2-BPS supermultiplets of operators we wish to consider are a generalization of
the chiral part of the stress-tensor operator supermultiplet T2. They are dened as
Tp = Tr([W++(x; +; u)]p): (2.3)
With the help of supercharges Tp could be conveniently written as

















Note also, that the lowest components Tp(x; 0; u) of operator supermultiplets are annihi-
lated by half of the chiral and anti-chiral supercharges of the theory:
[Tp(x; 0; u); Q a0] = 0; [Tp(x; 0; u); Q+a_ ] = 0: (2.5)
To describe on-shell states of the N = 4 supemultiplet we use on-shell momentum
superspace introduced by Nair [28]. Its ordinary and harmonic versions are parameterized
by the following set of coordinates:
N = 4 on-shell momentum superspace = f; ~ _; Ag; (2.6)
or
N = 4 harmonic on-shell momentum superspace = f; ~ _; +a;  a0 ; ug: (2.7)
Here ; ~ _ are SL(2;C) commuting spinors that parameterize the momentum carried by
the on-shell external state (p _ = ~ _ for p
2 = 0) and A or its harmonic projections
+a;  a0 are Grassmann coordinates. The latter are scalars with respect to Lorentz trans-
formations.
All creation/annihilation operators of on-shell states given by two physical polariza-
tions of gluons jg i; jg+i, four fermions j Ai with positive and four fermions j Ai with
negative helicity together with three complex scalars jABi (anti-symmetric in the SU(4)R
indices AB) can be combined together into one N = 4 invariant superstate (\superwave-
function") j
ii = 























where "ABCD is Levi-Civita symbol. The n particle superstate j





ij0i. Note that on-shell momentum superspace is chiral.
We can then formally write down the form factors Fp;n of 1/2-BPS operator super-
multiplets Tp introduced above as:
Fp;n(f; ~; g; x; +) = h
njTp(x; +)j0i; (2.9)
Here we are considering the color ordered object Fp;n. The physical form factor Fphysp;n in
the planar limit1 could be obtained from Fp;n as usual.
Fphys:p;n (f; ~; g; x; +) = (2)4gn 22n=2
X
2Sn=Zn
Tr(ta(1) : : : ta(n))Fp;n((f; ~; g); x; +);
(2.10)
where the sum runs over all possible none-cyclic permutations  of the set f; ~; g and
the trace involves SU(Nc) t
a generators in the fundamental representation. For the trace
normalization we used Tr(tatb) = 1=2.

















The object, which we will actually analyze is the super Fourier transform of the coor-
dinate superspace form factor:
T^ [: : :] =
Z
d4x d 4 exp( iqx+ i+a+a)[: : :]; (2.11)
Zp;n(f; ~; g; fq; +g) = T^ [Fp;n]: (2.12)
Note that while Fp;n carries +2p U(1) charge, after T^ transformation it will be reduced
to +2p  4 for Zp;n. Taking into account that Fp;n is chiral and translationally invariant,
while Tp is 1=2-BPS and considering the corresponding Ward identities, we see that the
form factor Fp;n should satisfy the following set of conditions [29]:
P _Fp;n = Q aFp;n = Q a0Fp;n = Q+a _Fp;n = 0; (2.13)
where generators of supersymmetry algebra (P _; Q+a; Q a0; Q+a_ ; Q
 a0
_ ) acting on Fp;n
are given by
4 translations P _ =  
nX
i=1
;i~ _;i + q _;































These relations imply, that Fp;n takes the following form [29]











Xp;n = Y(2p 4)p;n + Y(2p)p;n + : : :+ Y(4n+2p 12)p;n : (2.15)
Ymp;n are the homogeneous SU(4)R and SU(2)SU(2)0 invariant polynomials in Grassmann

































To save space we also use the notation:
8(q + )   4(q+ + +)+4(q )   4(q+a + +a)+4(q a0): (2.18)
We will also drop momentum conservation delta function where it will not lead to confusion.
Note that Y(2p 4)n , Y(2p)n etc. in (2.15) are understood as analogs [30] of the MHV,
NMHV etc. parts of superamplitude. For example, at tree level using BCFW recursion it
is easy to obtain that in the case of p = 2 (stress tensor operator supermultiplet):
Y(0)2;n = X (0)n ; X (0)n =
1
h12ih23i : : : hn1i ; (2.19)
and in the case of p = 3 we have [31]







Also, for completeness let us write down well known answers for tree level MHVn and
MHV3 amplitudes (the total momentum conservation delta function is dropped)
A(0)MHVn =
8(q)
h12ih23i : : : hn1i ; A
(0)MHV
3 =
^4(1[23] + 2[31] + 3[12])
[12][23][31]
; (2.21)
which we will use throughout this paper.
2.2 Form factors of Konishi operator supermultiplet
At present there is no manifestly supersymmetric and SU(4)R covariant formulation of
operators from Konishi supermultiplet similar to the case of 1/2-BPS operator supermul-
tiplets considered above. However, we may proceed considering form factors of the lowest
component of Konishi operator supermultiplet, where only external states are taken into
account in manifestly supersymmetric way [32]. The lowest component of Konishi operator




Using ordinary on-shell momentum superspace for external states the color ordered form
factors of K could be written as:
ZK;n(f; ~; g; q) = h
njK(q)j0i: (2.23)

































;i~ _;i   q _
!  
1 + P+ P2

h12ih23ih31i  (2.25)
  h12i2"ABCD(A;1B;1)(C;2D;2) + 2h13ih23i"ABCD(A;1B;2)(C;3D;3) ;
where P is permutation operator which permutes indices of external states, i.e. for example
P(h13iA;1C;3) = h21iA;2C;1 for n = 3.
3 Soft theorems for form factors in N = 4 SYM
In this chapter we are going rst to briey remind you essential details of the derivation
of soft theorems for the case of gluon amplitudes [23] and then prove similar statements
for the case of 1/2-BPS form factors at tree level. Also we will verify the validity of soft
theorems on some particular examples in the case of stress tensor and Konishi operator
supermultiplets. Next we going to consider one-loop corrections to the soft theorems in
the case of n = 3; 4 form factors of stress tensor operator supermultiplet and in the case of
n = 3 Konishi form factors.
So, consider tree level color ordered pure gluon amplitude3
Ahs;h1;:::;hnn+1 (ps; p1; : : : ; pn)
with on-shell external particles having momenta ps; p1; : : : ; pn (pi = i~i) and helicities
hs = +; h1; : : : ; hn:
Ahs;h1;:::;hnn+1 (fs; ~sg; f1; ~1g; : : : ; fn; ~ng):
The general idea behind the proof of the soft theorem in the amplitude case is to consider
BCFW representation [33, 34] of n+ 1 point amplitude A+;h1;:::;hnn+1 with [n; si shift
^s = s + zn;
~^n = ~n   z~s: (3.1)
The amplitude in this case is given by a sum of products of lower point amplitudes (see
gure 1)






A+;h1;:::;hi;hIL (f^s; ~sg; : : : ; fi; ~ig; f^I ; ~^Ig)
A hI ;hi+1;:::;hnR (f^I ; ~^Ig; fi+1; ~i+1g; : : : ; fn; ~^ng); (3.2)

















Figure 1. Singular term in BCFW recursion. The [s; ni shift. White blob is MHV3 amplitude.
together with standard BCFW substitutions:
p^I = i~i + : : :+ (s + zin)~s;
p^s = (s + zin)~s;
p^n = n(~n   zi~s);
zi =   ss;:::;ihnjs+ : : :+ ijs] : (3.3)
Here the standard si:::j  (pi + : : : pj)2 notation was used. Note also, that due to the little
group scaling properties if hi = +
A
h1;:::;hi 1;+;hi+1;:::;hn




~ig; : : :) = Ah1;:::;hi 1;+;hi+1;:::;hnn (: : : ; fi; ~ig; : : :);
(3.4)
So, to study soft behavior with respect to ps momentum we may consider pure holomorphic
rescaling s 7! s and analyze the poles in 1=2 and 1= in  as  * 0. It is easy to see,
that in the limit ps ! ps;  ! 0 the singularities in  will come only from the term
AMHV 
 An in BCFW recursion4 (in this case hI =  h1 and the result is the same both
for h1 = + and h1 =  ; thus, in what follows we may choose h1 = +):
A+;h1;:::;hnn+1 (fs; ~sg; f1; ~1g; : : : fn; ~ng) = A++ 3 (f^s; ~sg; f1; ~1g; f^I ; ~^Ig) (3.5)
 1
ss1
Ah1;:::;hnn (f^I ; ~^Ig; f1; ~1g; : : : ; fn; ~^ng) +O():
Using explicit expression for AMHV3 amplitude




together with explicit spinor expressions for the internal state
^I = 1;
~^I =  ~1    hnsihn1i
~s; (3.7)
and expanding the result in powers of  we have









Ah1;:::;hnn (f1; ~1g; : : : fn; ~ng) +O(); (3.8)
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3.1 Tree level N = 4 SYM form factors




2;n+1(fs; ~s; sg; f1; ~1; 1g; : : : ; fn; ~n; ng; q; ) (3.10)
In what follows we will drop (0) superscript everywhere below, where it will not lead to
confusion. Using [n; si supersymmetric BCFW shift,
^s = s + zn;
~^n = ~n   z~s;
^n = n + zs; (3.11)





d4IAi+1(f^s; ~^s; sg; : : : ; fi; ~i; ig; f^I ; ~^I ; ^Ig)
 1
ss;1:::i





d4IZ2;i+1(f^s; ~^s; sg; : : : ; fi; ~i; ig; f^I ; ~^I ; ^Ig; q; )
 1
ss;1:::i
An i+1(f^I ; ~^I ; ^Ig; fi+1; ~i+1; i+1g; : : : ; f^n; ~^n; ^ng); (3.12)
where ss;1:::i = (ps+p1 + : : :+pi)
2 and the subscript i = s; 1 in the sum above is understood
in a sense, that if i = s then i+ 1 7! 1.
Here for super form factors we expect the same rescaling properties under little group
transformations of helicity spinors as in the case of amplitudes and thus will consider
holomorphic rescaling s 7! s when taking soft limit.
In a case when soft leg belongs to amplitude it is easy to see, that the only divergent
contribution in the limit  ! 0 for Zp;n+1 will come from the term with i = 1 in the rst
line of (3.12), which is given by (AMHV3 
 Z2;n), while all other terms are regular in this






Z2;n(f^I ; ~^I ; Ig; f2; ~2; 2g; : : : ; f^n; ~^n; ^ng; q; ):
(3.13)

















Figure 2. Schematic representation of BCFW recursion for form factors. The [s; ni shift. Dark
grey blob is form factor.

























Rescaling s 7! s, ~s 7! ~s, s 7! s and performing Taylor expansion of Z2;n up to the









f1; ~1; 1g; : : : ; fn; ~n; ng; q; 


























Here  is SU(4)R index which combines SU(2) SU(2)0U(1) indices +a and  a0. Other
terms in BCFW recursion for the form factors without 3-point amplitude are nite in the
limit  ! 0 for the same reason as in the case of amplitudes. In all these other terms
(this can be seen directly from BCFW substitutions) in the limit  7! 0 after rescaling
we have ^s 7! fin: and ~^s = ~s 7! fin: On the contrary, in the case of a term with
3-point amplitude we have ^s   after rescaling. This is exactly the source of singular
behavior of the form factor or amplitude in the soft limit  ! 0. The case, when a soft
leg belongs to the form factor, is no dierent from the case when soft leg belongs to the
amplitude. In general, this contribution is nite. The only special case is given by a term
with 2-point form factor (these terms give contributions which have no direct analogs in
the amplitude case) and it is in fact explicitly nite: Z2;2 does not contain negative powers
of spinors at all:
Z2;2 =
8(11 + 22 + )
h12i2 =
 4(11 + 22 + )+4(11 + 22)
h12i2

















The factors 1=(ps + q)
2 and z =  (q + ps)2=hnjqjs] are also nite in the limit ps ! 0. So,
nally we can write that
Z2;n+1












f1; ~1; 1g; : : : ; fn; ~n; ng; q; 

+ reg:; ! 0 : (3.18)
It is also interesting to note that in the limit when (super)momentum carried by operator
goes to zero (q; ) 7! 0 form factors have dierent, but still universal and well dened
behavior (see [29]):




Note, that this relation should be valid not only at tree level but to all orders in loop
expansion.
Now let's turn to the general 1/2-BPS (p > 2) form factors [31]. It is not known much
about BCFW recursion for such form factors. The problem is with non-vanishing behavior
of these form factors in large z limit for general BCFW shifts. However, in the case of
p = 3 it is known, that next to adjacent BCFW shift works ne (form factor vanishes in
large z limit) for general NkMHV form factors. So, consider the super form factor
Z3;n+1

f1; ~1; 1g; fs; ~s; sg; f3; ~3; 3g; : : : ; fn; ~n; ng; fn+1; ~n+1; n+1g; q; 

(3.20)
and its decomposition via next to adjacent [n+ 1; si shift:
^s = s + zn+1;
~^n+1 = ~n+1   z~s;
^;n+1 = ;n+1 + z;s: (3.21)
We are interested in the soft behavior in the limit s 7! s, ! 0. Just as in the discussion
above, poles in 1= come from contributions in BCFW decomposition, which involve MHV3
and MHV3 amplitudes due to their degenerate kinematics. All contributions containing
MHV3 amplitudes are equal to zero for this particular shift. So, once again we have to




















































f1; ~1; 1g; : : : ; fn; ~n; ng; q; 













































f1; ~1; 1g; : : : ; fn; ~n; ng; q; 








































































So we see, that for the form factors of operators from p = 3 1/2-BPS operator supermulti-
plet soft theorem takes the form
Z3;n+1












f1; ~1; 1g; f3; ~3; 3g; : : : ; fn+1; ~n+1; n+1g; q; 


























In the case of general p the analysis is more involved since one has to consider residues
at z ! 1 in BCFW recursion. However, using explicit answers in MHV sector [31] one
can verify that universal factorization behavior still holds. Thus, it is very likely that soft
theorems will hold for general 1/2-BPS form factors.
Another interesting case is the form factors of operators from Konishi operator super-
multiplet. At a moment there is no BCFW recursion available in this case and explicit
answers for the form factors are known only for a limited number of external particles
n = 2; 3 in MHV sector. However, as we will demonstrate in the next section with explicit
examples, universal factorization behavior holds in this case also.
The limit when (super) momentum carried by operator goes to zero q; + ! 0 is
more involved in this case compared to the form factors of operators from stress tensor
supermultiplet. Still, in the case of form factors of operators from 1/2-BPS operator

















3.2 Some tree level examples
Now, let us consider several explicit examples of the universal soft behavior for the form
factors introduced in the previous chapter. First, we will consider component version
of the 4-point NMHV form factor of the lowest component from stress tensor operator
supermultiplet Z2;4(1; 2; 3g  ; 4g+s ).
Z2;4(1; 2; 3g  ; 4g+s ) in the limit ps ! 0 is expected to be reduced to the
Z2;3(1; 2; 3g ), which is NMHV 3 point form factor. An explicit expression for
Z2;4(1; 2; 3g  ; 4g+s ) form factor is easily obtained using BCFW recursion













while for Z2;3(1; 2; 3g ) we have




It is easy to see, that






































Performing rescaling 4 = s ! s for Z2;4








h1jp3 + psj2] + reg: (3.36)
and expanding in  we get






























Z2;3(1; 2; 3g ) + reg:
in perfect agreement with our previous considerations. Let's turn now to the form factors
of operator K from Konishi operator supermultiplet:
ZK;2(f1; ~1 1g; f2; ~2; 2g; q) = "ABCD(A;1B;1)(C;2D;2); (3.37)
and
ZK;3(f1; ~1 1g; f2; ~2; 2g; fs; ~s; sg; q) =
 
1 + P+ P2

h12ih23ih31i  (3.38)

















As in the previous example, rescaling s ! s in ZK;3 (["X]  "ABCDXABCD)




  h12i2["(11)(22)] + 2h12ih1si["(23)(11)] + 2h2sih21i["(31)(22)]+ reg:;
and expanding in  we get









ZK;2(f1; ~1 1g; f2; ~2; 2g; q) + reg:; (3.40)
where
S^1ZK;2(f1; ~1 1g; f2; ~2; 2g; q) = h12ih2sihs1i ["(11)(22)];
S^2ZK;2(f1; ~1 1g; f2; ~2; 2g; q) = 2["(31)(22)]hs1i +
2["(23)(11)]
hs2i (3.41)

























Here A is SU(4)R index.
3.3 Loop corrections
At loop level, as we already mentioned in Introduction, the operators S^i may or may not
receive corrections depending on the order in which soft limit and the removal of UV/IR
regulator are taken. In this section we are going to consider the universal corrections to
soft theorems in the case when the removal of UV/IR regulator is taken rst [24]. The
other case is trivial, i.e. soft theorems remain unrenormalized. So, in what follows, we


































to the tree-level operators S^
(0)
i on a few examples.
First, let us consider soft limit for the form factors of lowest component of stress-tensor
operator supermultiplet (p = 2) in MHV sector. These form factors are UV nite (operators
from this supermultiplet are protected), but IR divergent. To regulate IR divergences we
use dimensional regularization with D = 4  2". At tree level we have
Z
(0);MHV
2;n (f1; ~1 1g; : : : ; fn; ~n; ng; ; q) =
 4(q + )+4(q)

















Expanding Grassmann delta functions and choosing terms proportional to ()4, which cor-
respond to the projection on the lowest component of stress tensor operator supermultiplet
Tr(++++) we get (n = 2; 3):
Z
(0);MHV
2;2 (f1; ~1 1g; f2; ~2; 2g; q) =  1;1 1;2 2;1 2;2; (3.46)
Z
(0);MHV










h12i 2;1 2;2 + h23i 2;2 2;3 + h13i 2;1 2;3

: (3.47)




































































































Here h(x) = 2F1(1; "; 1  "; x)  1, q2 = s12 + s23 + s31 and
c  =
eE" (1  ")2 (1 + ")
 (1  2") (3.52)




































































































































Next, let us consider MHV form factor of stress-tensor multiplet at 4-point kinematics.
At tree level we have
Z
(0);MHV




































+ Fin2me(1; f qg; 2; f3; 4g) + Fin2me(1; 2; 3; f4; qg)
+ Fin2me(1; f2; qg; 3; 4) + Fin2me(1; f2; 3g; 4; f qg)
+ Fin2me(2; f qg; 3; f4; 1g) + Fin2me(2; 3; 4; f1; qg)
+ Fin2me(2; f3; qg; 4; 1) + Fin2me(3; f qg; 4; f1; 2g): (3.59)
Here, Fin2me(a; fPg; b; fQg) denotes the nite part of two-mass easy box with massless
momenta pa; pb and corner momenta P and Q. Expressing the two-mass easy box as a
function of the kinematic invariants s = (P+p)2; t = (P+q)2 and P 2, Q2 with p+q+P+Q =
0, its nite part is given by
Fin2me(s; t; P 2; Q2) = Li2(1  aP 2) + Li2(1  aQ2)  Li2(1  as)  Li2(1  at); (3.60)
where
a =
P 2 +Q2   s  t













































[h14i 1;1 1;4 + h24i 1;2 1;4 + h34i 1;3 1;4]
 [h12i 2;1 2;2 + h13i 2;1 2;3 + h23i 2;2 2;3]+























































































It is instructive to compare, that in the case of amplitudes [24] we recover the same
universal (keeping only log  enhanced terms) factor. For example, taking the soft limit
n ! n; ~n ! ~n; n ! n in the case of n-point amplitude we have [24]:
S^
(1)















Now let us proceed with the 3-point non-BPS form factors of Konishi operator su-
permultiplet. In contrast to 1/2-BPS form factors form factors of operators from Konishi
supermultiplet are both IR and UV divergent. Using the results from previous subsection
tree level form factors of operator K for particular components are given by
Z
(0)
K (112 ; 234) = 1; (3.67)
Z
(0)





K (112 ; 2 3 ; 3 4) =
1
h23i : (3.69)





















































































































FB(p3; p1; p2; q): (3.73)



































i = S^i for i = 1; 2 are given by (3.42). At one loop the soft limit for the above












































































So, we see, that in the case when operators S^i receive radiative corrections, the latter have
universal form independent from the form factor being analyzed.
4 On-shell diagrams, Grassmannian integral and form factors
4.1 On-shell diagrams and amplitudes in N = 4 SYM
Representation of N = 4 SYM scattering amplitudes in terms of Grassmannian integral [40{

















and is also interesting in connection with dierent twistor string theories formulations
proposed recently [43{47]. Besides, it allows study of scattering amplitudes with the use
of powerful tools from combinatorics and algebraic geometry [40].
Using spinor helicity variables and on-shell momentum superspace, the Grassmannian



































Here, Cal is a matrix representation of Gr(k; n) Grassmanian coordinates and Mi denotes




Cai ~Cbi = 0







n;0 stands for A
(0)MHV
3 amplitude and so on. In what follows,
we will also drop (0) superscript corresponding to the number of loops, as all objects, which
we will consider in this section, will be at tree level only. The factor Vol[GL(k)] in the
integration measure means, that we should \gauge x" arbitrary k columns in Cal matrix.
For example, in Gr(3; 6) NMHV case one can choose GL(3) \gauge" as
C =
0B@ 1 0 0 c14 c15 c160 1 0 c24 c25 c26
0 0 1 c34 c35 c36
1CA ; (4.2)
so that M1 = 1, M2 = +c14 and so on. The integral over d
nkCal is understood as
a multidimensional complex contour integral. The result of integration will in general
depend on the choice of integration contour. Choosing dierent contours one can obtain
dierent representations of the same tree level amplitude.
Now, let us discuss Grassmannian description of the amplitudes in somewhat more
detail. It was shown recently, that in fact not all points of Grassmannian give nontrivial
contributions to integrals above, but only those, which belong to the so called positive
Grassmannian Gr+(k; n) [40]. The points of Grassmannian manifold Gr(k; n) are given by
complex k-planes in Cn space passing through its origin. For example, the Grassmannian
Gr(1; 2) is equivalent to complex projective space Gr(1; 2) = CP. Each k-plane, that is a
point of Gr(k; n), can be parameterized by k n-vectors in Cn, that is by n  k matrix (C
matrix in eq. (4.1)). One should also take into account rotations in the k-plane, so that
two n  k matrices, which dier only by GL(k) transformation, in fact parameterize the

















Positive Grassmannian Gr(k; n)+ is a submanifold in Gr(k; n) dened by the condition that
for every point in Gr(k; n)+ with coordinates C all minors Mi of C should be positive.
The Grassmanian Gr(k; n)+ could be decomposed into the nested set of its subman-
ifolds (called cells) depending on linear dependencies of (cyclically) consecutive column
chains of C (positroid stratication) [40]. The submanifolds (positroid cells) with larger
number of linear dependent columns are being the boundaries of submanifolds with smaller
number of linear dependent columns in C. The submanifold of Gr(k; n)+ containing only
points, whose coordinates C contain no linear dependent sets of columns, is called top-cell.
There is a correspondence between every such submanifold (positroid cell) of Gr(k; n)+
labeled by decorated permutation6 and a special diagram (on-shell diagram) constructed
from MHV3 (gray vertexes) and MHV3 (white vertexes) vertexes. The parameters of
Grassmannian k and n are related to the numbers of white nw, gray ng vertexes and
number of internal lines nI as
k = 2ng + nw   nI ; n = 3(ng + nw)  nI : (4.3)
In what follows, we will also consider only on-shell diagrams (reduced graphs) with the
number of faces F less or equal then the dimension of Gr(k; n)+ (dim[Gr(k; n)+]=k(n k)).
Such on-shell diagrams are given by the rational functions of external kinematical data
only. They are also manifestly Yangian invariant for the general set of external kinematical
data [40]. As rational functions on-shell diagrams have poles. These poles are in one to
one correspondence with the boundaries of cells in Gr(k; n)+ to which on-shell diagrams
correspond to [40]. Also, there are actually equivalent classes of the on-shell diagrams
which give the same rational function. Whether two on-shell diagrams are equivalent or
not could be seen by considering associated permutation: equivalent diagrams have the
same permutation. There are also graphical rules ("square moves and merger"), which
allow to transform one equivalent graph into another [40].
The BCFW recursion for the tree-level amplitudes in this formulation could be repro-
duced as follows [40]. First, one takes top-cell of Gr(k; n)+ (the corresponding on-shell
diagram could be written exactly as in eq. (4.1)) and then consider its boundaries of cer-
tain co-dimension. The sum of the on-shell diagrams corresponding to the boundaries of
the top-cell, will have only singularities corresponding to the factorization channels (poles
of propagators) of tree-level NkMHV amplitudes. The on-shell diagrams corresponding to
these boundaries can be obtained from the on-shell diagram corresponding to the top-cell
by removing (k   2)(n   k   2) edges from it. The resulting on-shell diagrams obtained
by removing edge procedure are in one to one correspondence with the terms of ordinary
BCFW recursion.
This approach, in addition to advantages mentioned in the beginning of this section,
gives a systematic procedure to prove dierent complicated relations between rational Yan-
gian invariants [40] (more complicated versions of \6-term identity" [5, 30]) and helps to
prove absence of spurious poles in BCFW recursion for tree level amplitudes [40]. One can
6A decorated permutation is an injective map  : f1; : : : ; ng 7! f1; : : : ; 2ng, such that a  (a)  a+ n.

















also use this formalism to study loop amplitudes as well (\amplituhedron" [40, 48, 49]),
and amplitudes in theories with less supersymmetry and in dierent dimensions.
Now let us add a little more details concerning on-shell diagrams. The main ingredients
of the on-shell diagrams are tree level MHV3 and MHV3 amplitudes written in the form of
Grassmannian integral. For MHV3 amplitude one gets integral over Grassmannian Gr(2; 3)
(see eq. (4.1)):














 2 (3 + 11 + 22)
 ^4 (1 + 13) ^4 (2 + 23) ; (4.4)
while for MHV3 one gets integral over Grassmannian Gr(1; 3)






2 (1 + 13) 
2 (2 + 23) 2

~3 + 1~1 + 2~2


 ^4 (3 + 11 + 22) : (4.5)
Next, one can combine such vertexes into bigger combinations (on-shell diagrams) connect-






These integrations can always be removed by corresponding delta functions and as the result
one will always be left with integrals over d= parameters only for any combination of
on-shell vertexes. The resulting integral over d= parameters for the most congurations












































Here, 1i; 2i; 1i; 2i  , nw is the number of white vertexes, ng is the number of gray
vertexes and nI is the number of internal lines in corresponding on-shell diagram. Explicit
form of Cal[] (coordinates of some cell in Gr+(k; n)) in most cases can be found by
analyzing the permutation associated with the on-shell diagram [40]. One can think of 

as the integral over some dierential form d
 [40]. Thus, we can always think about tree









 denotes the sum over the appropriate set of on-shell diagrams, which in our case

















4.2 On-shell diagrams and form factors in N = 4 SYM
In this subsection we want to discuss the following observation. It turns out, that it is
possible using soft limit to rewrite some simple answers for the form factors of stress tensor
operator supermultiplet (in the case, where full answer is given by a single BCFW diagram)
as some deformation of on-shell diagrams for amplitudes.
The idea behind this deformation is the following. As we have seen already, the
amplitude is always singular in the soft limit. At the same time the form factor is regular
in the limit when momentum of operator becomes soft. Moreover, in the soft limit with
respect to momentum carried by operator the form factor becomes very similar to the
amplitude. So, the question arises | can we use this universal soft behavior to relate
expressions for the form factors and amplitudes? More explicitly, we may use inverse soft
factors as regulators of the soft limit behavior with respect to some kinematical variables
fi; ~ig; fi+1; ~i+1g in Grassmannian integral. Next, these variables could be related with
the momentum q carried by operator and the result of integration over Grassmannian with
the form factor. The rst non-vanishing tree-level form factor is ZMHV2;2 . It is easy to see,
that it could be rewritten as7 (see gure 4)
ZMHV2;2 (1; 2) = [S(2; p
0; p00)S(2; p00; 1)] 1A4;0(1; 2; p0; p00): (4.8)
S(i; s; j) =
hiji
hisihsji ; q = p
0 + p00; p02 = p002 = 0: (4.9)
Here, the form factor momentum q was split into two lightlike vectors written in spinor
helicity representation. This decomposition is similar to those used in the applications
of spinor helicity formalism to gauge theories with spontaneously broken symmetry [50].
Now, we can take representation of A4;0(1; 2; p
0; p00) amplitude in terms of the integral
over Gr(2; 4) Grassmannian and use it later in the on-shell diagrams for the form factors
(see gure 3).
In the case when the momentum carried by operator is lightlike (q2 = 0) the situation
is even more simple and we have (see gure 5)
ZMHV2;2 (1; 2) = [S(1; q; 2)]
 1A3;0(1; 2; q): (4.10)
So, here we can use essentially the same MHV vertex as in the case of amplitudes, but now
with additional factor [S(1; q; 2)] 1.
Now, let us consider several simple examples of the on-shell diagrams with the above
mentioned representation for the form factor inserted. Here we are considering only cases,
when the full answer for the form factor is given by one diagram. Also here we will
not discuss combinatorial properties of the on-shell diagrams for form factors or their
equivalence relations with respect to square move or merger transformation rules. Most
likely, these transformation rules will not generate equivalent diagrams any more. The
situation is similar to the non-planar case for amplitudes [51, 52]. Note also, that due to
color structure form factors beyond tree-level will also contain non-planar contributions

















Figure 3. On-shell diagram for 3-point MHV form factor (5-point MHV amplitude). Set of vertexes
in red circle corresponds to the form factor. Insertion of inverse soft factor, not shown in gure, is
assumed.
Figure 4. Suggested form of the on-shell diagram vertex corresponding to the form factor. The
factor [SS] 1 in gure denotes the multiplication with factor [S(2; p0; p00)S(2; p00; 1)] 1.
even in the planar limit. So, such behavior of the deformed on-shell diagrams may be
reasonable.
First of all, consider MHVn form factor of stress tensor operator supermultiplet corre-
sponding to Gr(2; n) integral. The integral representation for the MHVn+2 on-shell diagram
















hABi : : :
 2

~n + A~A + E~E

2 (A   An) 2 (E   En)
 2

~1 + B~B + F ~F

2 (B   B1) 2 (F   F1) : : : : (4.11)
Here we have written explicitly inverse soft factor contribution together with contributions
from MHV3 vertexes (E;n;A) and (B; 1; F ) (see gure 3 for n = 3 example). It is easy
to see, that on the support of corresponding delta functions B = B1 and A = An.






















Figure 5. Suggested form of the on-shell diagram vertex corresponding to the form factor in the
case of the lightlike momentum q2 = 0. The factor [S] 1 in gure denotes the multiplication with
factor [S(1; q; 2)] 1.
Figure 6. On-shell diagram for 3-point NMHV form factor. Set of vertexes in red circle corresponds
to the form factor. Insertion of inverse soft factor, not shown in gure, is assumed.
and can be moved away from integral sign. The rest of the diagram is just MHVn+2
amplitude An+2;0(1; : : : n; p




h1ni An+2;0(1; : : : n; p
0; p00) = ZMHV2;n (1; : : : ; n); (4.12)
as expected. The same will be true for the q2 = 0 case as well.
Now, consider the case of NMHV3 form factor corresponding to Gr(3; 5) integral.

















hABi : : :




















~2 + E~E + F ~F

2 (E   E2) 2 (F   F2) : (4.13)
Integrating with respect to A and B internal lines we get

















where c1 = FE , c2 = EF . We can continue taking integrals with respect to internal




hABi A5;1(1; 2; 3; p
0; p00); (4.14)
where c1 = [23]=[13] and c2 = [12]=[31]. This expression could be further transformed to
get ZNMHV2;3 (1; 2; 3) form factor (q
2 = hp0p00i[p0p00], q1:::n 
Pn






























hp0j1 + 2j3]hp00j3 + 2j3]
[13][p0p00]
; (4.17)






Comparing with the explicit expression for the above form factor [38]





we see, that indeed the expected identity 
 = ZNMHV2;3 (1; 2; 3) holds true.
So, on these simple examples we see, that the suggested modication of the on-shell
diagrams for the form factors gives reasonable results. It is still unclear for us whether
it is possible to write some consistent deformation of Grassmannian integral (4.1), which
will give us all tree-level form factors of stress tensor operator supermultiplet. Relations
between dierent terms of BCFW and BCFW/CSW recursion observed in [53] suggest that
such deformation exists. It is likely, that it would be easier to nd such deformation in the
case when the momentum q carried by operator is lightlike q2 = 0.
4.3 BCFW for form factors of stress tensor supermultiplet with q2 = 0,
NMHV sector
Here, we would like to discuss BCFW relations for the form factors of stress tensor oper-
ator supermultiplet with q2 = 0, which we will need when discussing Yangian symmetry
properties of form factors in the limit q2 ! 0. MHV sector is identical to q2 6= 0 case. The

















Figure 7. Diagrammatic representation of the quadruple cut proportional to R
(1)
rst. The dark grey
blob is the MHV form factor.
NMHV amplitude. First non-trivial contributions in the NMHV sector start from n = 4.









































In fact these functions coincide with Rrst dual conformal invariants, when rewritten using
momentum conservation in such a way, that the dependence on variables associated with
upper right (left) corner of corresponding diagram (see gures 7 and 8) is dropped. There
is also special case of R
(1)
rst, which we denote as
~R
(1)
rtt . We will need its expression in the










q4hrjpr:::t+1qjtihrjpt:::rqjt+ 1ihrjpr:::tqjri : (4.23)



















Here we would like to note, that ~R
(1)
rtt functions, which were present in the q
2 6= 0 case, are
absent now. Similar expression can be obtained for NkMHV sectors as well. They have

















Figure 8. Diagrammatic representation of the quadruple cut proportional to R
(2)
rst.
























Figure 10. BCFW diagrams contributing to the n = 4 case for the [1; 2i shift. B2 = B4 = 0 due
to the kinematical reasons.
4.4 Comments on Yangian invariance of tree-level form factors at q2 = 0
As we have seen already, the results obtained for tree-level MHV and NMHV form factors
of stress tensor operator supermultiplet are very similar to those in the case of scattering

















(deformation) of on-shell diagram formalism for the case of form factors. On the other
hand, on-shell diagrams are tightly related to the Grassmannian integral representation of
Yangian invariants. So, it is natural to ask the question \what are the properties of form
factors with respect to dual conformal (Yangian) symmetry transformations ?". Here we
want to share the following observations:
1. MHV tree level form factors at q2 = 0 transform covariantly with respect to dual
conformal transformations [30] K _ (see appendix B)






ZMHV2;n (1; : : : ; n); (4.25)
and should be annihilated by other generators of dual (super)conformal algebra.
2. Using momentum supertwistors dened on periodical contour it is possible, at least
formally, to rewrite ratios of NkMHV to MHV form factors with q2 = 0 as a sum of
products of [a; b; c; d; e] dual conformal (Yangian) invariants [41] (see appendix C).
For example, in the case of n = 4; 5 for NMHV sector we get (see gure 10):
ZNMHV2;4
ZMHV2;4
= [1; 2; 3; 4; 5] + [1; 2; 3; 0; 1]; (4.26)
ZNMHV2;5
ZMHV2;5
= [1; 3; 4; 5; 6] + [1; 2; 3; 4; 5] + [1; 2; 3; 5; 6]
+ [ 1; 0; 1; 3; 4] + [1; 2; 3; 2; 1] + [1; 2; 3; 1; 0]: (4.27)
These observations suggest, that the form factors of operators from stress tensor super-
multiplet with q2 = 0 exhibit dual (super)conformal and possibly Yangian invariance. Here
we would like to note, that the dual conformal invariance of the form factors on light-cone
considered in [54] is the special case of the q2 ! 0 limit considered in our paper. The
Yangian symmetry in its turn is usually an indication for the presence of some integrable
structure. We are going to discuss this possibility in the next section.
5 Inverse soft limit and integrability
5.1 Inverse soft limit and integrability for amplitudes
All types of recursion relations for scattering amplitudes (BCFW, all-line shift (CSW)
and so on) employ the knowledge of amplitude singularity structure together with ampli-
tude factorization properties near such singularities. It is natural to ask whether the soft
behavior of scattering amplitudes are also just enough to restrict the structure of ampli-
tudes? The answer to this question is positive. At a moment there is a well known Inverse
Soft Limit (ISL) iterative procedure proposed in [42], elaborated in [55] and applied later
in [56, 57] to reconstruct BCFW terms for arbitrary tree level amplitudes starting with
3-point amplitude and inserting at each step one additional external state. Moreover, from
the point of view of the Grassmannian, ISL [58, 59] turns out to be a natural way of
constructing Yangian-invariants [30, 60], which is expected since tree-level amplitudes in

















Any tree-level super amplitude in N = 4 SYM theory could be generated with the use











AMHV3 (i; i+ 1; n)jsubst:; (5.1)
where soft factors SL;R are equal to either S+ or S  dened below and jsubst: subscript
means that one has to make several folded substitutions for spinors i, ~i and Grassmann
variables i which are similar to BCFW shifts in 2-particle channels. Namely, we will
consider 2 types of substitutions (shifts). One of them we will call negative shift and
denote by i^ 












^i+1 = n+1; : (5.2)

















^i = i+1 +
hi  1ii
hi  1i+ 1ii; (5.3)
9We refer the reader to [56] for details of how the external states should be added to the original 3-point

















So dened positive and negative shifts correspond to respectively k preserving and k-
increasing inverse soft operations, here k denotes the degree of R-charges of NkMHV
amplitudes:




; : : :) = An;k(: : : ; i  1; i; i+ 1; : : :);




; : : :) = An;k(: : : ; i  1; i; i+ 1; : : :); (5.4)
where soft factors S+ and S  are given by
S+(i  1; i; i+ 1) = hi  1i+ 1ihi  1iihii+ 1i ;
S (i  1; i; i+ 1) = ^
4(i 1[ii+ 1] + perm:)
[ii  1][i+ 1i][i  1i+ 1]3 : (5.5)
Here we would like to note, that in practice expressions generated by these substitutions
could be rather complicated.
There is also a nice connection between the ISL iterative procedure described above and
Quantum Inverse Scattering Method (QISM) used to construct Yangian invariants relevant
for the tree-level scattering amplitudes of N = 4 SYM [61, 62]. Within QISM framework
it was proposed to study certain auxiliary spin chain monodromies build from local Lax
operators. Yangian invariants and thus amplitudes are then found as the eigenstates of
these monodromies. Further, in [63, 64] a systematic classication of Yangian invariants
obtained within QISM was provided. Yangian invariance can be dened in a very compact
form as a system of eigenvalue equations for the elements of a suitable monodromy matrix
M(u) [61{63]:
Mab(u)j	i = Cabj	i; (5.6)
where u is the spectral parameter, Cab are monodromy eigenvalues and monodromy eigen-
vectors j	i are elements of the Hilbert space V = V1
: : :
Vn with Vi being a representation
space of a particular gl(N jM) representation. To describe tree-level scattering amplitudes
one will need to specialize to the case of N jM = 4j4 and its non-compact representa-
tions build using a single family of Jordan-Schwinger harmonic superoscillators wa;wb,
a; b = 1 : : : N + M . The latter could be conveniently realized in terms of \supertwistor"
variables Wa:
Jab = wawb; wa =Wa; wa = @Wa and [wa;wbg = ab (5.7)
A vacuum state for the Hilbert space V used to construct Yangian invariants j	in;k corre-





The monodromy matrix of the auxiliary spin chain reads

















where u is again the spectral parameter, vi are spin chain inhomogeneities and Lax opera-
tors Li(u; v) are given by




where matrix eab acting in auxiliary space is given by (eab)cd = acbd. The solution of
the eigenvalue equation10 for monodromy matrix eq. (5.6) leads to the expressions for
Yangian invariants labeled by the permutations  with minimal11 decomposition  =
(iP ; jP ) : : : (i1; j1) [63]
j	i = Ri1;j1(u1) : : :RiP jP (uP )j0i (5.11)
with [62] (see also [61])








up = yp(jp)   yp(ip); y(i) + s(i) = yi; p = p 1  (ip; jp) = (i1; j1)    (ip; jp); (5.13)
where si is the representation label at site i and C is the Hankel contour going counterclock-
wise around the cut lying between points at 0 and 1. Here, permutation  relevant for
tree-level amplitude An;k, is a permutation of n elements and k is the number of element
i with (i) < i. It turns out, that k preserving and k increasing inverse soft operations
introduced above within ISL procedure could be conveniently written in terms of R-matrix
operators at zero value of spectral parameter R = R(0):




; : : :) = Rii+1Rii 1An;k(: : : ; i 1; i+1; : : :); (5.14)




; : : :) = Ri+1iRi 1iAn;k(: : : ; i 1; i+1; : : :)4j4(Wi):
5.2 Inverse soft limit and integrability for form factors
The ISL construction is easy to generalize to the case of form factors. It is expected, that
any tree-level form factor in N = 4 SYM could be also generated with the use of ISL and
the result could be schematically written as [56]:









SLF (i; i+ 1; : : : ; n  1; njq; )jsubst:
#
; (5.15)
10It should be noted that this eigenvalue equation is dierent from the usual Bethe ansatz equations,
which diagonalize only the trace of monodromy matrix. We are gratefull to Referee for stressing this
point to us.


















Figure 11. BCFW diagrams contributing to the n = 3 case, for the [1; 2i shift. A1 = 0 due to
kinematical reasons.
Figure 12. BCFW diagrams contributing to the n = 4 case, for the [1; 2i shift. B2 = B5 = 0 due
to kinematical reasons.
Figure 13. Schematic representation of the corresponding R functions contributing to the n = 4
case, for the [1; 2i shift.
where again soft factors SL;R are equal to either S+ or S  and jsubst: subscript means, that
one has to make several folded substitutions as in the amplitude case. In a particular case
of form factors of operators from stress tensor multiplet we have











Let us now demonstrate how this construction works on a few particular examples. MHV

















[i  1; ii shift is dened as
^i = i + zi 1;
~^i 1 = ~i 1   z~i;
^i 1 = i 1 + zi: (5.17)
In the case of n = 3 NMHV form factor we have (see gure 11):12






while for n = 4 the corresponding expression is given by (see gures 12 and 13)





































These expressions containing R(i) functions could be further simplied and we get
A2(1; 2; 3) = 
8(q123 + )
^4(1[23] + 2[31] + 3[12])
q4[12][23][31]
; (5.21)
B1(1; 2; 3; 4) = 
8(q1234 + )
^4(2[34] + 3[42] + 4[23])
p2234[23][34][2j3 + 4j1i[4j2 + 3j1i
; (5.22)






p2312[4j1 + 2j3i[4j2 + 3j1i
;
X6 = 2h2j1 + 3j4] + 3h3j1 + 2j4] + 1h1j2 + 3j4]  4p2123; (5.23)
B3(1; 2; 3; 4) = 
8(q1234 + )
^4(4[12] + 1[24] + 2[41])
p2412[41][12][4j1 + 2j3i[2j1 + 4j3i
; (5.24)






p2134[2j1 + 4j3i[2j3 + 4j1i
;
X6 = 1h1j4 + 3j2] + 3h3j1 + 4j2] + 4h4j1 + 3j2]  2p2134: (5.25)
Note, that in fact in all expressions above there is no pole in q2 on the support of 8(q123+)
and 8(q1234 + ) functions.
Next, consider the action of S  inverse soft operation on ZMHV2;2 (ZMHV2;2 (1; 2)Z2;2(1; 2).
For example, lets take the following momentum dependence (in n = 3 all possible combi-
nations of momentum dependence give the same answer because of cyclic symmetry, while
in n = 4 this is no longer the case)
S (3; 1; 2)Z2;2(3^ ; 2^ ) = ^
































h2^ 3^ i = ([23]h23i+ [12]h12i+ [13]h13i)=[23] = q2=[23]; (5.28)
we see that
S (3; 1; 2)Z2;2(3^ ; 2^ ) = A2(1; 2; 3) = Z(0)NMHV2;3 : (5.29)
In a similar fashion it is easy to obtain, that
B1(1; 2; 3; 4) = S (2; 3; 4)ZMHV2;3 (1; 2^ ; 4^ ) = S (2; 3; 4)[S+(2^ ; 1; 4^ )Z2;2((2^+) ; (4^+) )]:
(5.30)
Here, the notation (2^+)  means that we have to shift all 's and 's with label 2 rst
according to the substitutions associated with S+(2; 1; 4) inverse soft operation (j+ super-
script) and then shift the result according to the substitutions associated with S (2; 3; 4)
inverse soft operation (j  superscript). In general, within ISL procedure one can encounter
expressions like (((((2^+) ) ) )+) . Proceeding this way for other Bi functions we get
B3(1; 2; 3; 4)=S (2; 1; 4)ZMHV2;3 (3; 2^ ; 4^ )=S (2; 1; 4)[S+(2^ ; 3; 4^ )Z2;2((2^+) ; (4^+) )]:
(5.31)
B4(1; 2; 3; 4)=S+(1; 4; 3)ZNMHV2;3 (3; 1^+; 2^+)=S+(1; 4; 3)[S (1^+; 2; 3^+)Z2;2((1^ )+; (3^ )+)];
(5.32)
B6(1; 2; 3; 4)=S+(1; 2; 3)ZNMHV2;3 (4; 1^+; 3^+)]=S+(1; 2; 3)[S (1^+; 4; 3^+)Z2;2((1^ )+; (3^ )+)]:
(5.33)
So one sees, that in the case of n = 3; 4 NMHV form factors of stress-tensor operator
supermultiplet we can reproduce all BCFW contributions within ISL iterative construction
for general q2 6= 0. It is interesting to note that there are other contributions to BCFW
recursion which are equal to zero. Such terms should be annihilated by the corresponding
set of S  and S+ inverse soft operations. In addition in q2 = 0 limit A2 and B6; B4
terms are also equal to zero and consequently the combination of inverse soft operations
S+(1; 2; 3)S (1^+; 4; 3^+) annihilates Z2;2((1^ )+; (3^ )+).
As we already noted in previous section (see also appendices B and C), there are some
indications that form factors of the operators, whose anomalous dimensions were studied
previously within the context of integrable PSU(2; 2j4) spin chain (see for example [65]),
may exhibit Yangian invariance in the limit q2 ! 0. Then, in this case one may wonder
what will be the corresponding (analogous to the amplitude case we described before) spin
chain description of these form factors. We expect that it will be the same spin chain as in
the case of amplitudes with one of the nodes containing a representation space build from
L copies of Jordan-Schwinger superoscillators corresponding to twist L operator at that

















case the relative position of operator node in spin chain is xed (we are considering color-
ordered contribution to the form factor) and Lax operator corresponding to the operator
node is given by
L(u; v) = u  v +
X
a;b




and wa;i;wb;i are L copies of superoscillators used to describe twist L operator. All the
other Bethe ansatz machinery should be similar to the case of scattering amplitudes. We
suppose to return to this question in one of our future publications.
6 Conclusion
In this article, we derived soft theorems for the form factors from 1/2-BPS and Konishi
operator supermultiplets in N = 4 SYM at tree level and considered one loop corrections
to such theorems on several particular examples. In N = 4 SYM at tree and loop level the
soft theorems have the same form both in the case of form factors and amplitudes. Soft
theorems are independent from the specic choice of operator or from the presence of UV
divergences related to operator. In the case, when momentum carried by operator becomes
soft the behavior of form factors is regular. We have also presented a possible Grassmannian
integral representation of form factors, which was checked on a few simple examples. It was
shown, that in the q2 ! 0 limit (q is the form factor momentum) there is some evidence
in favor of Yangian invariance of tree-level form factors of single trace operators studied
previously in the context of PSU(2; 2j4) N = 4 SYM spin chain. We have checked on a
few simple examples, that the inverse soft limit (ISL) iterative procedure works also in
the case of form factors and commented on the applicability of quantum inverse scattering
method (QISM) for the construction of Yangian invariants relevant for form factors in the
q2 ! 0 limit.
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A N = 4 harmonic superspaces conventions
The N = 4 harmonic superspace is obtained by adding additional bosonic coordinates (har-
monic variables) to the N = 4 coordinate superspace or on-shell momentum superspace.
These additional bosonic coordinates parameterize the coset
SU(4)

















and carry the SU(4) index A, two copies of the SU(2) indices a; a0 and the U(1) charge 
(u+aA ; u
 a0





Using these variables all the Grassmann objects with SU(4)R indices could be rewritten in
terms of Grassmann objects with SU(2)  SU(2)0  U(1) indices. This way. each index of
the (anti)fundamental SU(4) representation A splits into A = (+a; a0), where  indicates
the U(1) charge and a; a0 = 1; 2 are SU(2)  SU(2)0 indices. The Grassmann coordinates












+a _ = u
A
+a
A _;  a0 _ = uA a0 A _; (A.4)
















The same is true for supercharges:







   _Aq _; QA_ =  
@
@ _A
+ Aq _: (A.8)
So the N = 4 harmonic superspace is parameterized with the following set of coordi-
nates
N = 4 harmonic superspace = fx _; +a ;  a
0
 ;
+a _;  a0 _ ug: (A.9)
Harmonic variables can also be introduced in the on-shell momentum superspace used to
treat on-shell states of the theory on equal footing with operators from operator supermul-
tiplets. Using harmonic variables one can write:
N = 4 harmonic on-shell momentum superspace = f; ~ _; +a;  a0 ; ug: (A.10)
Here  and ~ _ are the SL(2;C) spinors associated with the momentum carried by a
massless state (particle): p _ = ~ _, p
2 = 0. Supercharges acting on this n-particle
























13Here we use notations indentical to [66], which are slightly dierent from [53]. One can convert
one notation into another using mnemonic rule X+a;here = X
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The Grassmann delta functions, which one can encounter in this paper, are given by




















We will also use the following abbreviations
 4+4  8; ^ 2^+2  ^4: (A.15)
With the help of these delta functions one can rewrite the MHV3 and MHV3 amplitudes,
Rrst functions etc. in the form nearly identical to the form they have in the ordinary on-shell
momentum superspace.









d a0 ; d2d 2  d4: (A.16)









Note also, that 4 functions can be conveniently represented as product of two ^2 func-

















; i 6= l; i 6= m:
(A.18)
and subsequently integrated as usual Grassmann delta functions.
B MHV form factors of operators from stress tensor supermultiplet with
q2 = 0 and dual conformal invariance
As was mentioned earlier in the main text, the representation of amplitudes/form factors
in terms of the on-shell diagrams is tightly related to their symmetry properties. Scat-
tering amplitudes (at least at tree level) are Yangian invariant for general kinematics.
Yangian algebra appears in this context as a closure of two algebras of ordinary and dual
(super)conformal symmetry transformations. Here we are going to speculate about prop-
erties of form factors with respect to the dual (super)conformal transformations in the

















Let us focus on MHV tree-level form factors of operators from self dual part of stress
tensor operator supermultiplet, q2 = 0, q = q~q case.









i=1 i+;i + +)
+4(
Pn
i=1 i ;i +  )
h12ih23i : : : hn1i ;
where we have to put   = 0 in the end. Set of momenta fi~i; q~qg forms closed
contour, all elements of which lie on the lightcone. To describe with the dual variables y _i ,
dened as
p _i = y
 _
i   y _i+1; (B.1)
all kinematical invariants one can encounter in form factor computation it is necessary
to consider dierent closed contours [36, 53, 66, 67]  k where momentum q is inserted at
dierent positions among pi momenta (see gure 14). It is convenient to parametrize these














4(yki   yki+n): (B.2)
yki have well dened conformal weights and their momentum conservation delta functions
transform covariantly with respect to dual conformal inversions. They also obey linear
relations similar to (n = 3 case, see gure 14)
y13   y14 = y21   y22 = p1; (B.3)
So, one can think of yki as of points on large periodical contour xi [36, 53, 66, 67]. Sum
over k runs through all inequivalent contours  k. In principle, one can consider y
k
i and xi
coordinates as equivalent on the periodical contour (see gures 14 and 15).
The same discussion as above is also valid for fermionic counterparts of yki dual coor-
dinates ki dened as
;i+a;i = +a;i   +a;i+1;
;i a0;i =  a0;i    a0;i+1: (B.4)
Another question related to the dual conformal properties of MHV form factor, is
how to dene the generators of dual conformal transformations (for example, supercharges
Q;dual) acting on the operator variables fq; ~q; +;  g. One can assume, that after
the introduction of dual variables, the action of dual (super)conformal generators will be
identical to their action on the i-th particle. Indeed, the operator is now parameterized by
the same number of variables, at least in the bosonic sector,14
f;q; ~ _;q; +a; = ;q+a;q;  a0; = ;q a0;qg;
14In the fermionic sector we have to take   ! 0 limit, but one should always keep in mind, that this
limit is an artifact of dealing with the chiral truncation of stress tensor operator supermultiplet and for the





























































































Figure 15. Periodical contour for n = 3.
as the external particle
f;i; ~ _;i; ;i+a;i; ;i a0;ig;
and the naive interpretation of dual (super)conformal transformations in the simplest case
of Qdual;+ generator as \something that acts on + as if it is the ordinary superspace





supports this conjecture. In addition to these two questions there is another subtlety
related to the fact, that we are dealing with the chiral truncation of stress tensor operator
supermultiplet and consequently not all supercharges will annihilate tree-level form factor
ZMHV2;n . This could be avoided by considering full non-chiral stress tensor operator super-
multiplet. Here for simplicity we will restrict ourselves to the SU(2) R-symmetry invariant
subsector, where all supercharges annihilate ZMHV2;n form factor. So, in what follows, we
are using the above prescriptions regarding both the structure of dual coordinates (we are
using yki ) and the form of generators acting on variables which parametrize operator (they
are the same as for the i-th external particle). As was already discussed in section 4, we
can rewrite MHV form factor of stress tensor operator supermultiplet15 (let's take n = 2
for example) as
ZMHV2;2 (1; 2) = [S(1; q; 2)]
 1A3;0(1; 2; q): (B.6)
Here, A3;0(1; 2; q) is Yangian invariant and is annihilated
16 by all generators JAB of (su-
per)conformal and dual (super)conformal JAB;(1) algebras (A is multi-index for , _ and
+a,  a0) at least before taking   = 0 limit. Ordinary (super)conformal transformations
15Here for saving space we will use abbreviation fi; ~i; ig  i.

















of form factors where already considered in [32], so here we restrict ourself to the case of
dual (super)conformal transformations JAB;(1). ZMHV2;2 (1; 2) is annihilated by J
AB;(1) if
[JAB;(1); [S(1; q; 2)] 1] = 0: (B.7)
The only problem may come from generators, that contain terms like @=@i, and there is
only one such generator K _ - generator of dual special conformal transformations. More










































then, the action of this generator on A3;0(1; 2; q) is given by (x3  xq)
K _A3;0(1; 2; q) =  (x _1 + x _2 + x _q )A3;0(1; 2; q): (B.9)





i contribution and get
K _An;0(1; 2; q) = 0: (B.10)
Here we will not use this redenition, but proceed considering the action of this generator
on the form factor instead. Note also, that K _ generator dened here is written in the
\universal form". If the amplitude or form factor are written in terms of the on shell
momentum superspace variables, then only 3 last terms are relevant. If on the other hand
amplitude or form factor are written in terms of dual variables, then only rst 2 terms
contribute. Returning to the action of the K _ generator on form factors we get









 _[S(1; q; 2)] 1)S(1; q; 2)ZMHV2;2 (1; 2);
(B.11)
One can easily see, that the only terms in K _ contributing to (K _[S(1; q; 2)] 1)S(1; q; 2)














it is easy to see, that
(K _[S(1; q; 2)] 1)S(1; q; 2) = x _q ; (B.13)
and






ZMHV2;2 (1; 2): (B.14)
The same result could be obtained directly from the action of K _ on ZMHV2;2 (1; 2). The
generalization to the case of ZMHV2;n (1; : : : ; n) is trivial:























So we see, that if the action of generators of dual (super)conformal transformations
on the operator in form factor with q2 = 0 have the same form as their action on external
particles (which is very likely) then MHV form factors transforms covariantly with respect
to dual (super)conformal transformations. This fact and the form of NkMHV tree level
form factors (see appendix C) strongly suggest the presence of dual conformal symmetry
(and possibly Yangian symmetry) at least in the case of tree-level form factors of stress
tensor operator supermultiplet with q2 = 0.
C BCFW for form factors of stress tensor supermultiplet with q2 = 0,
NkMHV sector
Let us consider the BCFW recursion for NMHV form factor of stress tensor operator su-
permultiplet in momentum supertwistor notation [53]. Performing the shift of momentum
supertwistor as [5, 68]
Z^2 = Z2 + wZ3; (C.1)






2;n (w) = 0; (C.2)
we get the following recursion relations in the case of NMHV sector:
ZNMHV2;n
ZMHV2;n
(Z2 n; : : : ;Z1;Z2;Z3; : : : ;Z1+n) =
ZNMHV2;n 1
ZMHV2;n 1




[1; 2; 3; j; j+1]+
n 1X
j=3
[1; 2; 3; j n; j+1 n]: (C.3)







where the fermionic part of the supertwistor  can be written as:
+a;i = +a;ii;  a0;i =  a0;ii; (C.5)






;  _i = x
 _
i i: (C.6)
Here, index M stands for Lorentz indexes  and _ and x _i ; +a;i;  a;i are dual variables
dened on the periodical contour. [a; b; c; d; e] is the rational function of 5 twistor variables
Za; : : : ; Ze and their supersymmetric counterparts
[a; b; c; d; e] =
^4(ha; b; c; die + cycl.)

















So, for example, from eq. (C.3) (similar to [53]) we get
ZNMHV2;4
ZMHV2;4
= [1; 2; 3; 4; 5] + [1; 2; 3; 0; 1]; (C.8)
ZNMHV2;5
ZMHV2;5
= [1; 3; 4; 5; 6] + [1; 2; 3; 4; 5] + [1; 2; 3; 5; 6]
+ [ 1; 0; 1; 3; 4] + [1; 2; 3; 2; 1] + [1; 2; 3; 1; 0]: (C.9)
The obtained expressions are Yangian invariant for general twistor conguration and we
have used the standard notation for dual conformal SU(2; 2) invariant
hi; j; k; li = "M1M2M3M4ZM1i ZM2j ZM3k ZM4l : (C.10)
where "M1M2M3M4 is totally antisymmetric tensor.
Note, that to incorporate all kinematical invariants for the n-point form factor one
needs 2n twistor variables living on the periodical contour. So, here we use the set of
(Z2 n; : : : ;Z1+n) twistors to describe n-point form factor [53, 66] at least in NMHV sector.




1st functions using momentum twistors as:
R
(1)
1st = [1; t; t+ 1; s  n; s+ 1  n]; R(2)1st = [1; t; t+ 1; s; s+ 1]: (C.11)















[1; 2; 3; j; j+1] An1;k1
An1;0





















(ZI ;Z1; : : : ;Zj+1 n) ; (C.12)
where17
ZI = (jj + 1)
\
(123) and Z^2 = (12)
\
(0jj + 1); (C.13)
n1 + n2   2 = n; k1 + k2 + 1 = k: (C.14)
Thus, in q2 ! 0 limit the recursion relations are given by the same formula as in q2 6= 0
case, but without terms with coecients cmn (see [53] for details). It is assumed that one
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